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Engineers for Sale
By Crawford Gorrie IESIS President
No doubt you have read recently that there is a shortage of
professional engineers. Schools and Further Education are
criticised for not producing scholars who have the desire or
interest in the sciences, yet now is the time for those with the
appropriate skills and qualifications to sell themselves to the
highest bidder. Strangely enough it doesn’t seem to follow
that shortage means supply and demand in the engineering
world.
The engineer has not always availed themselves to the fact that
their skills are valuable to the material world. Historically the engineer
has remained in the background or in the shadow of the “flash
talking salesman” or the financial “wiz kid”. “Let’s secure the order”,
“when can we realise profit?” Ironically neither of these disciplines
would be in a position to execute their intent were it not for the
creator of the “widget” to be sold or exchanged for the appropriate
monitory recompense. So who needs who?
Of course the answer is that the whole is far more effective than
the part but there is no doubt that the engineer has a significantly
important part to play. Without the creativity, ingenuity and breadth
of skills that the trained engineer has at his disposal there is arguably
little or no product to sell or generate profit. Certainly not in todayís
fast and ever changing world, where nimbleness to reinvent, can
be the difference between success and failure.
Perhaps our politicians will realise that paying children to stay on
at school is perhaps not an ideal situation, particularly when the
said individuals have no intention of absorbing the lessons of the
day. Would they not gain more from an apprenticeship where the
companies would receive financial support specifically for training?
Such schemes would be properly regulated to ensure the companies
maintained high standards and the apprentices themselves were
given good quality training. A return to a well proven structure that
was simple and transparent, where Craft, Technician and Graduate
training schemes were clearly identifiable to all. Where craft
apprentices could recognise opportunity to advance themselves
and technicians could find a vehicle more suitable to their learning
pace for advancement to university and a degree, should they wish
to pursue that goal.
More importantly, we would generate
a skills set of practical skilled
individuals, “makers and hewerís of
wood/steel/concrete” and some who
would take such skills into their
technical studies to become a
professional with a solid background
that would enable them to fully
integrate conceptual ideas into practical
applications.

rewarding. What is on offer today? Another one or two years at
school to achieve a “staying on certificate”... Sometimes it can be
useful to learn from the past even when the push is for new ideas
and even when you hear modern business speak punctuated by
phrases such as..... “blah blah blah going forward”.
Turning to the business of IESIS it has been a rewarding second
year of office for me thanks to the invaluable support from our
Executive and Council Members and indeed you the membership.
Our financial year ending 31st July 2006 has once again closed
out with a positive surplus after deduction of all operating costs.
This surplus will be transferred to our budgeted expenditure for
2007 where we anticipate an increased operating cost to fund the
marketing of high profile lectures and speakers on our 150th
Anniversary in 2007/8. Details of which will be announced by our
VP & Secretary in this newsletter and other correspondence.
Executive and Council members have been working diligently over
the summer months planning and implementing actions in preparation
for the next session. It is appropriate at this time for me to say a
big thanks to Ernie Chambers vice president and incoming president
for the new session. Ernie has been working magnificently and
tirelessly for our institution during his period of office as VP &
Company Secretary. My two demanding but most enjoyable years
as President were made all the more easier due to Ernieís support
and I thank him sincerely. I must also thank my wife Marion and
our three children for putting up with my ënot soí regular hours and
away days and nights representing IESIS while combining a
demanding day job at work.
On reflection it has been an extremely rewarding two years.
Representing IESIS at the highest level has given me the opportunity
to meet and greet many who share our collective interests in
engineering, shipbuilding, ship owner/operator, marine and naval
architecture and educational institutions who care about our childrenís
future. Indeed in these same two years my two oldest children have
graduated from The University of Glasgow and The University of
Strathclyde and my youngest lad begins his further education at
ëGlasgowí this year. Indeed a memorable two years, one that has
given me personal satisfaction and pride in IESIS for its continuing
effort to bring interesting lectures and papers to members and the
general public and from a personal view, to have available to us in
Central Scotland many great learning institutions for our childrenís
continuing education. Long may that continue?
My sense of pride in what we can offer to many is borne out by the
pedigree of this institution and those who have served before me.
Their legacy has stood the test of time. In this forthcoming 150th
Anniversary I ask all of you to consider the greatness that has been
achieved by engineers and likeminded people and wonder what
the next one hundred and fifty years will yield.

Perhaps I can be accused of being old
fashioned, why should we return to old
apprenticeship schemes? Well in my
opinion it offered structure and simple
Crawford Gorrie FIES
goals for young individuals to focus
on. Learn a trade and become a journeyman. Combine your practical
skills with your brain and see the results - nothing could be more
turn to page 2
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150th Anniversary
Presidential
HopesCelebrations
for 2006-2007
By Ernest Chambers IESIS Vice Chairman
It will be an enormous priviledge and honour to President of
the Intistution, particulary during the period when it celebrates
the 150th Anniversary of the founding of the Institution of
Engineers in Scotland in 1857.
I have identified three priorities for the next two years..
Firstly, along with Professor David Harrison as Vice President and
Secretary, I shall seek to ensure that the Institution continues to
operate in an increasingly effective and economic manner.
During the past three years, very
considerable efforts have been made
to restructure the Institution’s
administrative arrangements so that
they better reflect the financial resources
available. As was expected, minor
teething troubles have been experienced
during this transition and I would wish
to take this opportunity to apologise to
those members who have been
adversely affected during these changes.
These efforts have been successful and
the Institution has achieved financial Ernest Chambers
surpluses for the last two financial year’s operations. The value of
the Institution’s investments has also appreciated significantly due
to the improvements in the performance of the stockmarket and
the shrewd stewardship of our Honorary Treasurer.

It will be imperative that we maintain and build on the improvements
achieved to date so that the Institution can provide an even better
service to you and your fellow members.
My second priority will be to arrange and deliver a programme of
celebrations which will give appropriate recognition to the 150th
Anniversary of the Institution’s formation.
Further information on progress made with the programme of
activities being planned is detailed in the article on page X of this
Newsletter.
The third priority of my Presidency will be to complete a review of
progress made with the implementation of the outcomes of the
Brainstorming exercise completed in 2003 into the future structure
and role of the Institution. While many of the actions agreed have
been completed successfully, regrettably overall membership has
continued to decline in recent years. There are a number of
understandable reasons for this. However, strenuous efforts will
have to be made to identify what actions can be taken to reverse
this trend and begin to rebuild the Institution’s membership
I am looking forward with anticipation to the next two years and
wish to meet as many members as possible during this period. I
hope that many members will be able to participate in and contribute
to the Anniversary celebrations. I appreciate that the personal
circumstances of some members and the distance of their place
of residence from Glasgow makes attendance at regular meetings
difficult. However in their own way, I hope that these members will
also be able to associate with the planned celebrations.
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150th Anniversary Celebrations
The Institution of Engineers
in Scotland held its first
meeting in Glasgow on the
28th October 1857.
To celebrate the 150th
Anniversary of the Institution’s
formation, the Council of the
Institution has determined that
a programme of special events
should be arranged throughout
2007. These events are being
planned on the theme of :-

“A celebration of the
contribution
Engineers have made
to the development,
growth and well being
of Scotland during the
past 150 years”.
Considerable progress has
been made with the planning
of the programme of activities
which will give members the
opportunity to participate in
these celebrations.
This programme will be
developed around a series of

prestigious lectures. Each
lecture will review the progress
made within a specific sector
during the past 150 years and
assess the contribution made
by Engineers to this progress.
Activities to be reviewed in the
programme
include
manufacturing, shipbuilding,
environment, public health,
transport, utilities and aviation.
The Institution has been very
fortunate to secure the willing
agreement of a number of
eminent people from Scottish
industry, government and public
bodies to present lectures on
these subjects. Details of the
presenters are provided in the
box below. Consideration is
also being given to the use of
venues that are appropriate to
the topic and potential
attendance.
Efforts are being made to
continue the theme of the
lecture programme throughout
the remainder of the meetings
programme through the Spring
of 2008.

The institution has
been very fortunate to
secure the willing
agreement of a
number of eminent
people
from
Scottish..........
It is hoped that, in conjunction
with Sir Ken Collins lecture on
2nd October 2007, Glasgow
City Council will recognise the
contribution Engineers and The
Institution of Engineers and
Shipbuilders in Scotland have
made to the development,
growth and wellbeing of
Glasgow and Scotland by
granting the Institution a civic
reception in the City Chambers.
Another feature of the
Anniversary celebrations will be
a special James Watt Dinner
on the 5th October 2007. A
number of locations appropriate
to the importance of that event
are currently being considered.
Professor David Purdie who
has an enviable reputation as

an exceptional speaker on the
London Dinner circuit has
agreed to be one of the principal
speakers at this event.
The programme of prestigious
lectures and the James Watt
Dinner 2007 will be supported
by a small number of site visits
to installations and projects of
particular significance to the
current economic wellbeing of
Scotland.
It is hoped that as many
members as possible will be
able to participate in, and
contribute to, the Anniversary
celebrations. These activities
will be widely advertised so as
to raise the profile of The
Institution of Engineers and
Shipbuilders in Scotland
amongst the business
community and the public of
Scotland and encourage
attendance by members of the
general public at the lectures.
2007 will be an exciting year
and another important year in
the long history of the Institution
of Engineers in Scotland.

Programme for 2006-07
Tuesday 13th February 2007

Tuesday 2nd October 2007

Dr Malcolm Reed
Chief Executive Transport Scotland

Sir Ken Collins
Chairman Scottish Environment Protection Agency

Transport

Environment

Tuesday 13th March 2007

Tuesday 13th November 2007

Lord Weir
Formerly Chairman Weir Group

Sir John Parker
Chairman National Grid Transco plc

Manufacturng

Utilities

Tuesday 3rd April 2007

Tuesday 11th December 2007

Dr Harry Burns
Chief Medical Officer for Scotland

Vic Emery
Managing Director BAE Systems Naval Ships

Public Health

Shipbuilding

Tuesday 8th January 2008
Aviation

Graeme Waddell
Business Director Rolls-Royce Aero Repair
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David K Harrison
announced as Vice President
David K Harrison takes on
the role of Vice President of
the Institution from October.
A graduate of the Victoria
University of Manchester he
is currently acting as the
Dean of the School of
Engineering, Science and
Design within Glasgow
Caledonian University where
he is also a Professor.
He commenced his career at
Fodens Ltd. of Sandbach in
Cheshire who were Commercial
Vehicle Manufacturers where
he completed a broad based
mechanical engineering
apprenticeship. During his time
with Fodens he had the
opportunity to work on all
aspects of vehicle design and
manufacture as at that time the
company had the facility to
produce more than 90% of the
vehicle in-house.
His
experience embraced chassis,
power-train, engines, cabs, air
and hydraulic systems, bodies,
component test and vehicle test.
Whilst reading for a BSc(Hons)
degree in Mechanical
Engineering David spent a
fifteen month sponsored
industrial placement period with
Ernest Scragg & Sons Ltd., of
Macclesfield in Cheshire who
were man-made fibre processing
machinery manufacturers. He
had assignments in all
manufacturing, commercial and
financial departments to gain
experience of management
services and engineering
functions.
He was also
secretary to a senior
management steering group
which was a collaborative
venture with Cranfield Institute
of Technology set up to obtain
the benefits of larger batch sizes
resulting from variety reduction.
As part of this work he was the
architect of the reorganisation
of the companies manufacturing
facilities in Oldham, which
involved the relocation of 91
machine tools and the sale of
one factory. This initial contact
with the now Cranfield
University was to endure, as
today he is the external
examiner for a suite of
manufacturing Master’s
degrees at the institution.
David then read for an MSc
degree in Manufacturing
Technology. The Research
project for the Dissertation

aspect of the course was
sponsored by a company within
the Simon Group called Simon
Container Machinery Ltd. of
Stockport, Cheshire, who were
Corrugated Cardboard
Packaging Machinery
Manufacturers. The work was
concerned with the
development and use of a linear
programming model to
determine machine tool
candidates for an investment
appraisal and justification
exercise.
The successful
completion of this led the
company to embark on a large
machine tool investment
programme.

David K Harrison
Upon completion of his MSc
David joined Ferranti
Electronics Ltd. (Microwave
Division), of Poynton, Cheshire
who were Microwave
Communication & Electronic
Equipment Manufacturers as
Production Engineering
manager with a staff of two
engineers and seven
technicians, reporting to the
Works Manager. He was
responsible for process
planning and production control
plus the design, implementation
and industrial relations aspects
of factory layout and information
systems. He provided production
and support facilities for the
manufacture of satellite
communication ground stations
and reorganised the fitting and
wiring sections to improve
workflow and increase the
number of workstations. He
also wrote the production
department contribution to the
Quality Manual to secure
compliance with the MOD
Defence Standard 05-21.
He was then offered
sponsorship to undertake an
industrially based PhD degree
by another member of the
Simon Group, namely SimonVicars Ltd. of Newton-le-

Willows, Merseyside, who were
manufacturers of Biscuit Making
Machinery. The role required
the duality of being the
companies CAD Manager and
PhD researcher. As CAD
manager he reported directly to
the Engineering Director and
had complete responsibility
(financial, training and industrial
relations) for the installation of
a Prime/PAFEC Computer
Aided Design system and the
tailoring of this to suit the firm’s
specific needs. He was also
involved in the installation of a
Financial control system and a
CAPM system which were later
linked and was responsible for
84 staff on Computer Aided and
related matters.
His PhD
research covered the relative
merits of alternative approaches
to programming CAD systems
and several case studies were
undertaken to show how
efficiency can be optimised by
effective programming. His
work also embraced the wider
aspects of systems optimisation
and the means of providing
communication between
different computer systems.
He also examined the then
current product data exchange
specifications and their role as
immediate precursors of the
ISO/STEP standard. The role
of linking and integration of
computer systems with
particular relevance to the
medium-sized company was
examined, and a view of the
management, social and
financial consequences of
providing computer links within
firms were provided. He gave
recommendations for the
company's progress towards a
greater reliance on computer
aids,
and
these
recommendations were shown
to be applicable to many similar
sized firms, particularly the need
for open systems Computer
Integrated Manufacturing. His
final task for the company was
to provide a specification for the
extension of the computer
facilities, which was
subsequently successfully
implemented.

David then read for an
MSc degree in
Manufacturing
Technology....
In 1986 David joined the Staff
of the Manufacturing & Machine

Tools division of the Department
of Mechanical Engineering,
within the University of
Manchester Institute of Science
and Technology (UMIST) in
Manchester. UMIST together
with the Victoria University of
Manchester merged two years
ago to form the present
University of Manchester.
Within UMIST David specialised
in the provision of customer
orientated Consultancy,
Education and Training (both
on and off site) covering CAD,
CAM, etc., to a wide range of
manufacturing customers.
These included Lucas, LeylandDAF, Ford, Triplex, Pilkington,
Audi, Baxter Healthcare,
Schlegel, ICL, Rolls-Royce
(Aero engines), SERC, UKAEA,
BNFL, and many smaller
companies.
Typical
consultancy tasks with which
he was involved were
investigations, development or
strategy, specification and
implementation of Advanced
Manufacturing Technology
including the selection of
computer systems and
software.
The hardware which he
managed consisted of a five
station Computervision CADDS
4X system, twelve networked
Personal Computers, a seven
workstation SUN system, nine
seat VAX 11/750 system, four
seat word processing system,
two CNC machine tools and
three robots. These systems
provided a platform for a wide
array of CAD/CAM software and
data was exchanged via
RS232, MULTINET and
ETHERNET links. The latter
also enabled data to be
transferred to or from the
Victoria University of
Manchester computing
resources. David wrote a
number of Training manuals
(2D, 3D Surface Modelling, NC
and Post Processing) for the
Computervision systems and
these were subsequently sold
worldwide.
He was an active member of
the Computervision user group
and gave several presentations
at their national events as well
as hosting various evening
events for the Engineering
Institutions. He also began his
supervision of Postgraduate
research students.
continued on next page
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David K Harrison continued
David then joined the School of
Engineering of Staffordshire
University in Stafford where his
duties fell into two distinct roles.
As an academic he was
associated with the research
and delivery of CAD/CAM,
Design and Manufacture and
Technology Management.
Whilst in his University role as
Marketing Manager, he was
responsible to the Pro-Vice
Chancellor for the co-ordination
and marketing of seminars,
short
courses
and
consultancies. He devoted his
time equally between the
University and the School.
As a Senior Lecturer in the
School of Engineering he
concentrated his teaching in the
areas of CAD/CAM, Technology
Management and Metrology.
He taught on the full spectrum
of courses which the School
hosted (HNC/HND, BEng
(Hons), & MSc). He was the
industry project co-ordinator for
the MSc course and had the
course committees delegated
responsibility for the setting up
and monitoring the academic
content of these 20 week
industry based projects. He
was a member of the course
committees for the courses
upon which he taught and was
the Departments final year coordinator for the BSc (Hons) in
Technology Management
hosted by the School of
Computing for which he had
subject curriculum development
responsibility. He was an active
researcher and supervised 5
PhD students and 14 industrially
based MSc students.
In his role as Marketing
Manager he was responsible to
the Pro-Vice Chancellor for the
co-ordination and marketing of
all none Funding Council work.
He managed the development
of seminars, short courses,
consultancy etc. (approximately
£1m per annum), for the School
of Engineering and acted as a
point of information within
Engineering for and on behalf
of the University’s Marketing
Services. He was the
Engineering enterprise
representative on the University
Marketing Services Committee
and was responsible for the
maintenance of close links with
the West Midlands area DTI and
DES agents and TEC's. He
was also the University’s

representative to the DTI funded
West Midlands Technology
Transfer Agency WEMTECH.
David joined the Department of
Engineering at Glasgow
Caledonian University (GCU) in
1994 where he has had a
variety of roles over subsequent
years culminating in his current
role where he acts as Dean of
the School of Engineering,
Science & Design with a Staff
of over one hundred and a
student body of over eleven
hundred.
He continues to take a part in
undergraduate
and
postgraduate teaching as well
as remaining an active
researcher supervising a
significant number of the PhD
students within the School,
including a number of overseas
part time students who are
working with blue chip
companies. He also line
manages the Centre for
Creative Industries which
currently delivers Knowledge
Transfer Partnerships with
Rawlplug Ltd., the Curious
Group Ltd. and Novograph Ltd.
all Glasgow based companies.

David joined the
Department
of
Engineering at Glasgow
Caledonian University
(GCU) in 1994 where
he has had a variety of
roles over subsequent
years culminating in his
current role where he
acts as Dean of the
School of Engineering,
Science & Design.....
Other projects that David has
delivered include Teaching
Company Schemes with
Baxters of Speyside Ltd.,
Ethicon Ltd. of Livingston,
Scottish Maintenance Centre
(Glasgow Development Agency
funded) and several European
Union TEMPUS Projects that
were designed to develop the
former eastern bloc country
higher education systems.
David was heavily involved in
the setting up of the Caledonian
College of Engineering in
Muscat, Oman. This was a
project whereby Glasgow

Caledonian University acts as
the academic contractor to an
Oman based consortium. The
College is based in a former
palace and currently has 1200
students studying GCU Civil,
Mechanical and Electronic
Engineering Diplomas and
Degrees. The College
celebrates its tenth year of
operation during 2006 and as
such is one of very few British
higher education ventures of
this nature to have achieved
this milestone. Other significant
income generation projects in
which David has played a major
part, involved the setting up of
the work based delivery of GCU
Engineering programmes. The
first of these was the delivery
of the final two years of the part
time BEng in MechanicalElectronic Systems within the
British Aerospace plant at
Prestwick. This was accredited
by the IMechE. The next project
was the delivery of the part time
BEng in Electronic Systems
within the Livingston factory of
Motorola which gained
accreditation from the IEE. This
was followed by winning a
tender to deliver the part time
MSc in Maintenance
Management to the Post Office,
UK wide. The 20 strong cohort
typically meeting in Milton
Keynes. To date there have
been three cohorts and all three
projects were well received by
the UK Universities Quality
Assurance Agency during
Subject Review.
Today as an academic David is
associated with the research
and delivery of CADCAM,
Design and Manufacture and
Technology Management. His
research interests are primarily
concerned with improving
overall manufacturing
competitiveness in companies
via Optimised Design,
CADCAM and advances
towards CIM. Most of his
research has been in
association with industrial
partners and he has managed
a wide range of collaborative
projects with colleagues and
students in a diverse group of
manufacturing companies. He
is currently associated with the
supervision team of 9 PhD
students and 3 Masters
students and has been involved
with the successful completion
of 26 research degrees and 22
MSc degrees.

Other projects that
David has delivered
include Teaching
Company Schemes
with Baxters of
Speyside Ltd., Ethicon
Ltd. of Livingston,
Scottish Maintenance
Centre (Glasgow
Development Agency
funded)
Around a third of UK Universities
have employed David as an
external examiner at some time
over the past 20 years and he
has acted in this role in
Germany, Poland and Hong
Kong. Through his involvement
with European projects he has
built up strong links with fellow
academics in several European
countries and during 1995 he
was awarded the Rectors Medal
of the University of Mining and
Metallurgy, Krakow, Poland, for
his work in promoting
international co-operation. He
is the joint author of the widely
used textbook “Systems for
Planning & Control in
Manufacturing”.
He has also edited several other
books and conference
proceedings. He has also
contributed to over 300
conference and journal
publications, and has presented
papers and chaired sessions at
a number of international
conferences and has
represented the University in
India, USA, China, Saudi
Arabia, Japan, Malaysia and
Oman. David feels honoured to
have been invited and elected
to become Vice Presidents of
IESIS during the time that the
Institution celebrates the 150th
anniversary of its founding.
He welcomes the oppertunity
to support the President, Ernie
Chambers, build on the
excellent progress made by the
past Presidents Tony Slaven
and Crawford Gorrie and is
particularly interested in
undertaking events and
activities which will increase the
membership of the Institution.
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Reflections on the Forth Rail Bridge
Members Who May
Occasionally Count Their
Loose Change Closely May
Have Noticed That There Is
A Pound Coin That Has A
Relief Image Of The Forth
Railway Bridge On The
Reverse.
The view is from the approach
to the bridge showing the large
masonry piers with arch portal
before the main steelwork
section of the bridge.
One of my favourite collection
of engineering books is “The
Forth Bridge” that was given to
me by George Geddes one of
our past presidents. It has his
signature on the flysheet, with
a note that it was presented to
him by the Civil Engineering
Department of the University of
Edinburgh. Reprinted from
“Engineering” February 28
1890. It relates an interesting
story of the construction of the
bridge. It shows many details
and photographs during the
progress of the work.
It illustrates the plant employed,
the methods of construction,
and some of the problems that
arose. The book is still worth a
study by any young Civil
Engineer today.
Work commenced on the
foundations in 1883, the piers
and the viaduct piers were
completed in 1886. The
steelwork section being
completed early in 1890.
Everybody is familiar with the
outline and the image of the
steel structure. There is a story
of the construction of the
foundations and the engineering
ingenuity that was used and
how they overcame the
problems that arose.
This involved the construction
of cofferdams in the tidal waters
to allow the excavation of the
foundations and construction of
the approach piers. These were
built up to the level of the
temporary access jetty, which
was a substantial timber piled
structure.
The cofferdams were generally
double timber piled walls tied
together and then filled with
puddle clay to provide the
sealing. The steelwork of the
approach viaduct was then
constructed from the timber jetty
and supported by the granite
piers. The whole viaduct was
then progressively jacked up

and the piers constructed below
the steelwork until reaching the
final level. The granite was all
transported by sea from
Aberdeen and offloaded to the
jetty. All the concrete materials
were also transported by sea.
The cement was transported
from the Medway on the
Thames; the rubble (we would
call it aggregates today) was
shipped from Arbroath. The
sand was excavated from the
tidal sand flats off Burnt island
and transported to the site by
barge. The craft were either
sailing ships, steam barges, or
barges towed by tugs.
It is interesting to note the plant
that was employed on the site,
which was steam and required
a continuous supply of coal and
coke. Steam cranes were used
where continuous working was
required. A large number of
wooden hand operated derrick
cranes were employed to
handle granite blocks, timber
balks, steelwork etc. A number
of steam driven dynamos were
installed to provide power for
lighting. Light for night work was
provided by carbon arc lamps
along with a variety of oil lamps.
From a marine point of view the
engineering and construction
of the main pier caissons is of
particular interest in that they
were sunk under compressed
air to allow the excavation of
the foundations. This method
had been employed by French
engineers abroad to sink quay
wall units. The work was carried
out as a subcontract by the
French firm Hersent and
Coureux, french and other
foreign personnel were
employed on site.
The 70 feet diameter steel
caissons were constructed on

slipways at South Queensferry
and then launched and towed
to the sites off South
Queensferry and at Inchgarvie
Island. The caissons were
constructed as double steel
shells
with
braced
compartments and internal
decks and bracing. A working
chamber with a peripheral
cutting edge at the bottom
formed the compressed air
working area and served with
man shafts and material shafts
with air locks. Pipe work with
valves for the ejection of soft
material was provided.

A large number of
wooden hand operated
derrick cranes were
employed to handle
granite blocks, timber
balks, steelwork etc.
A concrete mixer on the upper
deck with discharge to an air
lock to allow the concrete to be
fed to the working chamber. A
steam crane was installed to
handle the various materials.
The caissons were flooded and
sunk on to varying types of bed
materials. At some locations
the bed had to levelled by the
addition of sandbags to allow
the cutting to penetrate on one
side while the rock was
excavated on the opposite side
thus allowing even settlement
of the caisson. Unfortunately
during one caisson sinking the
caisson heeled over and filled
water. This resulted in a major
salvage operation by forming a
timber skirt to allow the caisson
to be pumped out and righted.
The caisson was eventually
successfully founded and
completed.

The compressed air working
continued by the French
contractor. Soft material was
excavated and loaded into a
tank and with the addition of
water in the mixing tank forming
a slurry this was ejected by the
pressure in the working
chamber. Where boulder clay
was encounter this was
excavated using hydraulically
operated spades working
against the roof of the chamber
cutting blocks that were loaded
into buckets for discharge
through the material shaft and
air lock. Rock was blasted
before removal as were large
boulders found in the boulder
clay. If the boulders were sound
these would be incorporated in
the mass concrete in the
working chamber. The
remainder of the caisson was
filled with mass concrete
encasing the steelwork. The
upper part of the tapered
section of the pier was faced
with granite blocks with mass
concrete fill.
Diving and compressed air
working at the time were
hazardous occupations, and
workers ran the risk of suffering
the “bends”, bubbles in the
blood stream, which often
resulted in permanent disability
or death. The condition
occurred when the worker
returned to atmospheric
pressure. During the work on
the Forth bridge caissons it was
discovered that when a man
entered the airlock again and
was returned to pressure he
obtained instant relief.
During this period the Admiralty
were greatly concerned about
the problem of the “bends”
among their divers. In 1905 they
formed a committee to examine
the problem and to find a
solution. The experience of
compressed air workers on the
Forth Bridge was one of the
clues to the problem that the
committee were aware of. A
member of the committee was
Professor JS Haldane, an
eminent physiologist, who had
carried out research into the
subject using frogs and even
goats, and eventually produced
a series of decompression
tables. The tables give the time
a person has to decompress to
atmospheric pressure
depending on the time the
person has been working at a
particular pressure. These
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Reflections continued
tables are in standard use today
for divers and compressed air
workers. The book I have
referred to contains many
interesting statistics on the
bridge and the piers. The
caisson piers were faced with
147,486 cubic feet of granite
and filled with 43,809 cubic
yards of concrete. The

approach piers were faced with
740,578 cubic feet of granite
and filled with 112,671 cubic
yards of granite. At the peak of
the construction there were
4,600 men employed on the
works and the total wages bill
was £1,045,00. 50,958 tons
1cwt of steel was used on the
bridge construction and the

area of paintwork is 145 acres.
The total cost was £3,177,200.
The bridge was tested by two
trains of 900 tons each placed
at various locations. The
maximum downward deflection
recorded was 6 7/8 inches, and
the maximum upwards
deflection was 1 1/8 inch.
The designers were Sir John

Fowler and Benjamin Baker
and the contractor was William
Arrol. Baker and Arrol were both
later knighted. Today footballers
and comic singers recognised,
but the Victorians appreciated
and honoured the engineers of
their day.

It seems like only yesterday
By Eng Lt Alan Roche Very Much Retired RN
Harry Osborne asked me to
pen a few profound thoughts
on my time in submarines,
proper submarines I may say,
the old diesel electric variety,
none of this nuclear
nonsense – though even in
my time, which stretched
from 1951-91 – we were
always leaning on the
frontiers of technology as
they were in that era.
The early post war years were
spent by the MOD (N) trying to
catch up with the German
advances in wartime
submarine construction. All
welded pressure hulls- my first
two boats were of riveted
construction. Snort masks, the
blind alley of High Test Peroxide
propulsion for both submarines
and torpedoes. Finally
abandoned when a torpedo’s
propulsion system blew up,
whilst being loaded into a
submarine alongside its parent
depot ship in Portland. Killing
several of the crew. A sad
precursor of the explosion on
the Russian submarine Kirsk,
many years later, which killed
the entire ship’s company.

The early post war
years were spent by the
MOD (N) tryingto catch
upwithe German
advances in wartime.....
The R. N. got as far as building
two High Test Peroxide driven
submarines, Explorer and
Excalibur and running them as
experimental boats for some
years, before the dangers of
the system became inherently
obvious and the idea was
abandoned. Nuclear propulsion
appeared on the horizon as a
far more viable option. Though
it took an extraordinary naval
officer, Captain (later Admiral)
Hyman G. Rickover in America,

to drive the idea through to
fruition in the States and without
the influence of Lord
Mountbatten the then First Sea
Lord, it is open to doubt that
the RN would have had the
clout to persuade the Treasury
of the desirability of building
Dreadnought, the first RN
nuclear boat.
In my early days of training,
after first joining submarines as
a young Engine Room Artificer.
A Doctor Death like figure – tall
cadaverous features, long white
coat, regularly appeared from
the darkest depths of some
Admiralty Experimental
Establishment, clutching phials
of HTP and gave graphic and
explosive demonstrations, of
just how lethal the stuff was
unless handled very carefully.
That was one end of the
technological spectrum. The
other was more basic, I
remember the junior ratings
“heads” on an old “S” boat HMS
Sturdy, that I brought home
from the Mediterranean, circum
about 1953. Submarine toilets
on the old “S” and “T” boats
were always a dangerously
complicated piece of kit – far
worse that the average yacht –
for what should ideally be a very
simple operation. It was all too
easy to “Get you own back” as
the lads used to phrase it.
The “S” boats had only one
toilet for the junior rates, it sat
right aft like a small throne at
the end of the stokers mess
table, and just ahead of the
steering gear. Not so much as
a curtain, to shield it from the
eyes of a less then appreciative
audience. The seamen messed
forward, the stokers aft.
“Dabtoes forward and the
Dustmen aft” To quote the
words of the old submarine
song. Any seaman unfortunate
enough to need a bowel
movement during the stoker’s

mealtimes would have to brave
howls of derision and rage from
irate stokers. Did not do a thing
for the always fragile, inter
branch relationship.
They were much simpler days
in retrospect, though I suppose
state of the art, for the times
we lived in. To perhaps grossly
over simplify the changes
during my thirty years in
submarine service. When I
joined it, the main machinery
was two unsupercharged, six
cylinder stone crushers in the
engine room. Outside of the
main machinery space the
Electrical Artificer was
responsible for the attack
computer known as the fruit
machine – it resembled in size
and shape an old fashioned
one-armed bandit – but was the
most complicated piece of
equipment in the boat. The EA’s
title was always corrupted to
EASY, it was reckoned he had
the easiest job in the boat.

Eng Lt Alan Roche
It might take you twenty-four
hours to fix whatever had gone
wrong, but it only took you thirty
minutes to diagnose the
problem.
Thirty years down the track, to
when I left submarines, the

situation was reversed. The
machinery had become so
complicated you would spend
twenty-four hours diagnosing
the problem and thirty minutes
fixing it, if you carried the right
module/piece of spare gear.
What has happened in the
intervening twenty five years
since I left the service, I shudder
to think Probably as with the
modern car, the garage or base
staff plug the affected piece of
equipment into a computer and
hopefully the computer
diagnoses the problem.
The training empire in my early
days revolved primarily round
one large Nissan Hut full of
various bits of submarine
machinery, some of which
worked, most of it didn’t. Staffed
by one retire Chief Stoker, aided
by a bunch of junior rates,
generally waiting for their
submarine course to start. In
those simple days the Navy
could get away with basic set
up like that. These days and
quite rightly, the training
organisation is enormous, in
size, sophistication, length of
curses and numbers of
personnel involved. Though I
have to say, one still hears via
the grapevine, that Jolly Jack
at any level still has a gift for
making occasional basic
mistakes, be they technical for
engineers, or navigational for
the Dabtoes. Well was it said,
many years ago, when you are
designing something for a
submarine, it should meet three
fundamental requirements.
Make it oil, waterproof and
above all sailor proof. I rather
doubt things have changed very
much.
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It seems like only yesterday continued
A major contributory part of the
problem of course, is that a
new type submarine is every
bit as complex as a modern
aircraft. Build a new type of
aircraft and the industry runs
through several prototypes,
before, with a fanfare of
triumph, several years late and
billions over budget, the final
product is unveiled to an
awestruck public. Build a new

type submarine and your first
effort has to be right, no budget
for prototypes, if it’s not quite
right, sort it out as you go along!
Though MOD(N) does not
seem to share the same talent
for running over budget, as it’s
airborne cousins. Witness cost
over run on the new Astute
Class submarines, before they
are properly in the water.
However never let it be said I

Meet the Councillors
by Karen Dinardo
Karen Dinardo Studied BEng Civil Engineering, Glasgow
University, 1983 - 1987Started Full Time employment at Sir
Murdoch MacDonald & Partners, Cambridge Joined with father
to work at Dinardo Partnership in 1988. Worked at Ruhr, Germany
at Mannesman Demag and TY Lin, San Francisco, USA as
student, and in Scotland. Toured Asia/China visiting Dinardos
projects and contacts in 1991. Carried out PR work for 4 months.
Worked on variety of civil/structural design projects with Dinardos,
including many in Aberdeen, Highlands and Islands and Moray
in the North, from 1993, ongoing. Chartered Engineer status
obtained in 1992 and 1999 with I.StructE and ICE respectively.
Have served on ICE Highlands Committee as Treasurer, and
Aberdeen Association of Civil Engineers Committee, since 1990's.
Assisted as AMG & S Civils Committee before that, in Glasgow.
My role is as a Director of Dinardo Partnership Consulting
Engineers, based in Paisley, and now enjoy living in Glasgow
City Centre, near Clydeport Building. I love travel,
culture/architecture and sport, as my hobbies
Ms Karen R Dinardo- Karen studied BEng Civil Engineering,
Glasgow University, 1983 – 1987 and then commenced her
career with Sir Murdoch MacDonald & Partners, Cambridge.
Karen then joined with father to work at Dinardo Partnership in
1988. Projects have included working on variety of civil/structural
design projects with Dinardos, including many in Aberdeen,
Highlands and Islands, and Moray in the North. Karen has also
toured Asia/China visiting Dinardos projects and contacts and
carried out PR work for 4 months. Karen achieved Chartered
Engineer status in 1992 and 1999 with I.StructE and ICE
respectively. Karen has served on ICE Highlands Committee as
Treasurer, and Aberdeen Association of Civil Engineers
Committee, since 1990's. She has assisted as AMG & S Civils
Committee before that, in Glasgow.
Her current role is a Director of Dinardo Partnership Consulting
Engineers, based in Paisley.
Mr Harry Osborn- Harry served his civil and structural engineering
apprenticeships with F A MacDonald & Partners (now WA
Fairhurst) in Glasgow. After war service in the Royal Engineers
he qualified as a member of the Institution of Civil Engineers
and the Institution of Structural engineers. Harry was employed
in civil marine works with the Clyde Navigation Trust, Rendal
Palmer Tritton London, and Babtie Shaw & Morton Glasgow.
Projects included the BP Terminal at Milford Haven, Clyde Dry
Dock at Greenock, Belfast Shipbuilding Dock and BP Hound
Point Terminal Firth of Forth. Other works included fishery
harbours, coastal protection works, ferry terminals, underwater
pipelines, and dredging. His advice is still being sought on marine
jobs. Harry became a member of IESIS in 1970, and has served
previously on the Council.

criticised the modern Navy, I
have no doubt that their
surroundings and personnel
standards of hygiene are
sparkling compared to my day.
Technical advances have
transformed the availability of
fresh air and fresh water.
Someone still has to maintain
all those hideously complicated
technical advances. I don’t
suppose for one moment it has

got any easier. Good luck to
them all and I hope they have
as much fun, mixed with all
life’s major and minor disasters
as we did in my day. In spite
of their having to live in a
totless navy

Mr Alistair MacDonald- Alistair started his career working at
Yarrows Shipbuilders now known as BAE Systems Naval Ships,
where he undertook a Modern Marine Electrical Apprenticeship.
During his apprenticeship he has achieved an HNC in Electrical
engineering and an HNC in Electronic Engineering, followed by
a BSc Degree at Paisley University majoring in Electronic
Technology and Total Quality. He is currently studying for a
certificate in Manufacturing Business Management, with Warwick
University and for a certificate in First Line Management, with
Paisley University. Alistair’s career has progressed within BAE
Systems and he is currently on a development course tailored
around their Graduate Development Programme.
Professor Iain MacLeod- Iain’s career involved working with
consultants in the UK and North America. He later held academic
appointments at various universities, recently retiring from the
post of Professor of Structural Engineering at the University of
Strathclyde. His research interests were principally the design
of buildings including structural analysis, computer aided design
and measurement of performance. He is still professionally active
doing consultancy work, writing books and papers. He recognises
the need for more balanced education, the need to adopt an
interdisciplinary approach to modern engineering problems and
the need promote the concept of professional engineering as a
career for people of high intellectual calibre. He believes that
IESIS is ideally placed to make positive contributions in relation
to such issues.
Mr Arthur J Miller- Arthur served his apprenticeship with Barclay,
Curie & co at Whiteinch, where he gained an HNC with
endorsements in Naval Architecture. He started working for
Yarrows at Scotstoun in 1965 and was involved at management
and senior management level in design, production, construction,
outfitting and sea trials of a variety of ships until his retirement in
1993. Arthur then worked as a consultant before retiring again!
Arthur has a continued interest in shipbuilding and has been
involved in presentations and talks on the subject. Arthur has
been a member of IESIS since 1958, and a member of council
since 2003.
Mr William S Ross- William is time-served with a Degree and ia
a fellow of IESIS, IMechE, and IMarEst. Much of his career was
spent in design development and ‘trouble shooting’ of high-power
steam turbines for power stations and ships, with many assignments
overseas. The concluding 15 years of his career were spent with
Yarrows Shipbuilders. William has served regularly on the IESIS
Council since 1975
Mr David Westmore- David Westmore graduated from Newcastle
University with an honours degree in Naval Architecture and
Shipbuilding. He began his career as a naval architect in London
with the marine consultancy Sir J.H. Biles & Co. Ltd, this also
included a period of secondment to Seadrec Ltd to assist with the
design of a large trailing suction hopper dredger for the American
Corps of Engineers. In 1983 he moved to London to take up a
directorship with Clark & Standfield, a marine consultancy, before
moving back to Paisley in 1989 as Managing Director; a position
he continues to hold. He is also a Director of Seadrec Ltd and
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Meet the Councillors continued
to assist with the design of a large trailing suction hopper dredger
for the American Corps of Engineers. In 1983 he moved to London
to take up a directorship with Clark & Standfield, a marine
consultancy, before moving back to Paisley in 1989 as Managing
Director; a position he continues to hold. He is also a Director of
Seadrec Ltd and Alluvial Dredges Ltd utilising his experience of
dredgers. He is a Chartered Engineer and Member of the RINA.
His work as a Naval Architect has taken him to many parts of the

world and has involved many types of vessels and marine structures
including cruise ships, floating docks, dock gates, dredgers, fishing
vessels, tugs, supply vessels, cargo ships, FPSOs, etc.
He is the chairman of the Institution’s Publications and Meeting
Group that is primarily responsible for organising the Institution’s
lecture programme.

An intergrated IT solution to satisfy the requirments of the
european vehicle recycling directive
Introduction
By 2015 the European Union
has decreed that 95% of the
mass of all cars sold in the EU
are to be recycled at the cost
of the manufacturer. Before this
can be done, the manufacturers
need to have accumulated a
detailed knowledge of the
material content and its
recyclability. This has placed a
severe strain on the supply
chain because this detailed
material knowledge resides
within it. Therefore the
manufacturers have tried to
help the collection of this
information by establishing a
global software application
package that is intended to
make the supply of this
information both simple and
effective. Electronic Data
Systems Inc. (EDS) launched
this database in 2000 and to
date, there are about 40,000
companies registered within the
database.

Equipment Manufacturers in
the automobile industry to
document information on the
chemicals used in the
components.
This Directive demands 95%
recycling of the mass of a car
by 2015.
The internet application
International Material Data
System was jointly developed
by the information technology
service provider Electronic data

this chain act efficiently and in
accord. The bottom-up principle
of the application implies that
the lowest tier must be the first
to provide information. If
information of one of the
suppliers, especially at the
lowest tier level of the chain, is
provided late, the whole
process is delayed.
But not only the cooperation
between different companies
isnecessary to complete a

The EU Directive 2000/53/EC
relating to End-of-Life vehicle
management requires Original

The obstacles to data provision
have to be identified in order to
provide an action plan to the
automobile manufacturers
suggesting a different supply
chain strategy for data
gathering and efficiently using
the data collected through a
global internet-based
information technology solution.

Findings and Conclusion

Background
The automobile industry has
always been a trendsetter for
the application of new
technologies because it is
acting in saturated markets, is
characterised by overcapacity
and consequently, is under
continuous innovation and cost
pressure to raise productivity.
As electronic processes can
enable greater efficiencies it is
useful to raise the question how
aware and ready the industry
is for the efficient use of a global
internet-based electronic
application.

Up to now there has not been
any concerted strategy in place
for structuring and efficiently
using the International Material
Data System data provided
for recycling.

systems and eight Original
Equipment Manufacturers so
that tier “n” supplier companies
can provide the material data
for their products and pass
them to the next tier customer
company. Finally, the combined
data can be down-loaded from
the system by the Original
Equipment Manufacturers in
order to document the basic
substances and materials in
their products by means of an
extensive database.
The International Material Data
System application was
launched in 2000.For
successful data collection it is
important that all tiers within

material data sheet for a
complex product: Within the
companies the quality,
materials management and
product development
departments supply the basic
data on materials properties.
The complete data sheet,
however, needs product
specific information such as
internal part numbering and the
customer part number and this
is often supplied - A trend in
the development of the
structure of the automotive
supply chain can be detected
because suppliers are growing
in size and power.

The findings provided evidence
that the delivery of additional
services by the suppliers to the
automobile industry has proved
beneficial as far as the aim of
recycling and material
knowledge is concerned.
Nonetheless, these advantages
are considered to be somewhat
intangible and are therefore
hardly considered a
compensation. In addition, the
findings also prove that the
suppliers' perception mainly
reflects a certain level of
pressure to provide additional
services in order to stay in
business.
The second hypothesis
supposed that the automobile
supply chain is far from optimal.
While it does not seem that the
operation of the supply chain
is hindered by a poor
information technology
infrastructure, the findings
indicate that the supply chain
is, indeed, far from optimal
concerning a seamless
information flow, cooperation
and trust.
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An intergrated IT continued
The findings show that a lack
of information technology
standards was not the
predominant problem for the
global use of International
Material Data System. Interview
findings suggest that a standard
for the nomenclature of car
parts might be necessary.
Evidence was provided that, for
smaller companies in particular
, there is a lower investment
into PCs and PCs with internet
access but this is changing
rapidly.
Hence, no real evidence could
be provided that the information
technology infrastructure is
inadequate. In fact, the findings
suggest that the reverse is the
case because the lack of
information technology is
ranked the lowest hurdle for
International Material Data
System
data provision
The automobile Original
Equipment Manufacturers
exerts an influence on its direct
suppliers but it has very little
influence on lower tiers in the
supply chain. This contributes
to the delays in data provision
by the lower tiers. Although
communication deficits
connected to the introduction
of International Material Data
System are to a certain extent
due to initial communication
problems, there are further
communication deficits that are
fundamental to the way in which
the existing chain operates.
Evidence is provided by the
findings from the questionnaires
and interviews that the global
automobile supply chain is
neither characterised by a
decreasing number of suppliers
nor by a growing proportion of
large automobile suppliers.
These results are further
supported by the fact that the
automobile Original Equipment
Manufacturers are pulling back

from further outsourcing and
concentrating, instead, on the
re-introduction of some
manufacturing or assembly
processes. This contrasts with
the findings of several studies
which predicted a consolidation
of the supplier base as well as
an increasing proportion of
larger suppliers based on
further outsourcing by the
Original
Equipment
Manufacturers
The findings from the Original
Equipment Manufacturers
interviews support the
hypothesis that there is no
concerted strategy in place for
structuring and efficiently using
the data collected for recycling
through International Material
Data System . different ideas
on which data should be
collected. However, the
problem is more complex since
different Original Equipment
Manufacturers have c hange
as new information comes to
light, for example about the
standards.
Therefore, the amount of labour
required to satisfy each of the
Original
Equipment
Manufacturers’ different
requirements becomes very
high. Furthermore, the
requirements for each Original
Equipment Manufacturers
continues to
There is, therefore, a significant
level of distrust in this process
throughout the different tiers.
The findings from the last
questionnaire in research phase
IV identified the obstacles to
using International Material
Data System as an integrating
information technology solution
covering the entire automobile
supply chain. Based on this
information and on the Original
Equipment Manufacturers
interviews, an action plan was

suggested to the Original
Equipment Manufacturers
offering solutions on how
International Material Data
System data delivery can be
accelerated. This action plan
will be set out in the next section
and provides recommendations
in the following areas:
Communication; Incentives;
Training; Original Equipment
Manufacturers requirements
and Recycling. These actions
are also considered to improve
the finding on lacks in data
correctness. In summary, it can
be stated that the use of an
integrated information
technology solution alone does
not guarantee high quality
results if the communication of
clear requirements does not
accompany the introduction of
this solution aiming at longerterm business relations.
A complete automobile supply
chain is not yet reality because
of:
- A lack of standards to
guarantee compatibility and
inter operability of the
automobile supply chain can
be detected.
- A lack of investment in
appropriate information
technology specially at the
lower tiers is a hurdle for
International Material Data
System
data provision.
- There is a lack of influence of
the Original Equipment
Manufacturers on the complete
supply chain as they only deal
with their nearest neighbour
suppliers.
A complete automobile supply
chain is not yet reality because
of:
- A lack of standards to
guarantee compatibility and
inter operability of the
automobile supply chain can
be detected.

- A lack of investment in
appropriate information
technology specially at the
lower tiers is a hurdle for
International Material Data
System
data provision.
- There is a lack of influence of
the Original Equipment
Manufacturers on the complete
supply chain as they only deal
with their nearest neighbour
suppliers, from even more
departments (e.g. the
purchasing department or the
sales department). Thus the
provision of a completed data
sheet for each product also
requires fairly complex cooperation between departments
within any one company.

Research
Research was carried out which
was aimed at analysing the
challenges
of
the
implementation of an integrated
Information Technology (IT)
solution throughout an entire
global supply chain, and to
analyse the research findings
in order to conclude a strategy
for both manufacturers and
suppliers for the fulfilment of
European legal requirements
based on the collection of
material data for future
recycling.
A literature review on supply
chain theory and theory on
information technology
solutions concentrating on the
situation of the automobile
supply chain was carried out
and several hypotheses were
developed :Suppliers can benefit from not
only providing products but
additional services like
additional product information
and put themselves into a
stronger negotiating position.
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James Watt Dinner 2006
The 96th James Watt Dinner was held on the 7th October 2005
in the Douglas Suite of the Holiday Inn on Bothwell Street in
Glasgow. Over 200 hundred members and their guests including
a number of Past Presidents had a very enjoyable evening.
One encouraging feature of the Dinner was the increased number
of ladies present both as partners and business colleagues.
President Crawford Gorrie chaired the
evening with distinction and celebrated
the toast to James Watt traditionally
in silence. Crawford provided a then
very topical sketch on the theme of
Lord Nelson and the Battle of
Trafalgar.
Principal speaker, Dr Peter Hughes,
the Chief Executive of Scottish
Engineering, provided both an
interesting and amusing address and
then entertained the gathering with
his exceptional musical skills.
Mr Peter Mitchell a reporter from
Aberdeen completed the evening with
a very witty speech sharing his
knowledge and love of the “Doric”.
A selection of photographs taken
during the Dinner are displayed on
these pages.
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Rock Fall Company Ltd
By Mr Gordon Steel FIES
Drilling and Explosives Engineers MI Mining and Metallurgy, MI Expl Eng
The company specialise in drilling and blasting underwater associated
with the deepening of ports and harbours, and the clearance of
navigation channels. Other specialist drilling and blasting underwater
operations are carried out.
The company was established in 1956 and was originally based at
Barrhead and became part of the Aberdeen Construction Group.
The company is now part of the internationals Boskalis Westminster
dredging group. Their operational base is at Dundonald in Ayrshire,
where their equipment is stored and serviced. This equipment
features the latest drilling technology and can be transported in
containers to contracts world wide, to operate in the toughest climatic
and environmental conditions.
Thousands of tonnes of explosives have been used by Rock Fall
for marine projects that require precision and skilled engineering.
Operations may be in sensitive environmental locations locations,
in confined spaces such as alongside quay walls or adjacent to live
underwater pipelines. Blasting is carried out to ensure good
fragmentation of rock for dredging and at the same time maintain
strict vibration control to ensure the blasting dose not effect humans
such as swimmers or divers, aquatic animals, ships and other
structures.
The company carries out contracts worldwide and the operation of
the drilling equipment and movement of craft often requires close
liaison with harbour authorities and the navigational requirements
of commercial vessels. The work may have to be carried in sub
zero conditions or in locations with a tropical climate. Personnel
and plant have to deal with the conditions including the safe storage
and handling of explosives requiring experienced operatives.

A recent project was carried out in the Hudson River in New York
to allow larger container vessels to dock in the New York and New
Jersey areas. Over 230,000 cubic metres of rock were drilled and
blasted. Freezing winter conditions had to be combated with liquid
explosives (slurries) solidifying while being handled and pumped
into the drill holes. The plant held out and the personnel coped with
the conditions to complete the contract successfully.
Rock Fall are about to complete a
contract for the deepening of sections
of the Pacific approach channel to
the Panama Canal for the Panama
Canal Authority.
The work is part of a $1 million
improvement programme, which will
allow vessels to transit with an extra
foot of draught. This may not seem
very much but it means a 2.5%
increase in loading capacity through
the canal. The total volume of
dredging is 2.7 million cubic metres
mainly soft material but the patches
of rock that have to be blasted are very hard basalt. The soft material
is removed by trailer suction dredgers and the rock by backhoe
dredger. The dredged spoil was dumped in a designated site some
distance offshore.
Rock Fall have many on going contracts in other parts of the world
from Europe to Asia. In 2005 the firm was awarded the Queen’s
Award to Industry for contribution to international export.

Smart goes electric
The iconic “smart fortwo” will shortly be available as an electric
version, it was announced recently.
More than 40,000 smart fortwo’s have been sold in the UK since
the car was launched here in 2000. Now the UK has been selected
to run a market trial for the introduction of a fully electric version
of the popular two-seater car. The smart ev (electric vehicle) made
its UK debut at the British Motorshow at ExCeL during July. As
has occurred in 1996 with the General Motors EV1 in the USA the
car will be made available on a lease arrangement to selected UK
corporate customers with deliveries starting in November. The trial
is being supported by Cenex the DTI backed public-private
partnership for low carbon and fuel cell technologies.
The smart ev sets a new benchmark in the electric vehicle sector;
it has 30kW output and a top speed of 70 mph. It offers even better
in-town performance than its petrol-powered stablemate, with 030 mph in 6.5 seconds. With a range of up to 72 miles, the smart
ev is exempt from vehicle excise duty and the London congestion
charge. The drive train for the smart ev is produced in the UK by

technology partner Zytek Group who undertake final assembly of
the smart ev in Fradley, near Litchfield. The drivetrain fits onto the
existing engine mounting points and uses rare earth magnets to
deliver the required power density and efficiency. The brushless
DS motor produces 120Nm peak torque and 30kW (40bhp) peak
power in a 70kg package. Power is provided by a liquid sodium
nickel chloride battery running at 180-310V with a specific charge
density of 194W/kg. The battery is charged from a 13A socket and
can be charged from 30% to 80% in 2.5 hours. The system also
has a regenerative braking capability. Particular novelty is claimed
for the control system that monitors the energy supply with regard
to the demand on the motor and its operating speed. On previous
vehicles there has always been a harshness present at transition
points and it is claimed that this new strategy makes this almost
imperceptible to the occupants.
Dermot Kelly, Managing Director Mercedes Car Group, said: “A
market trial of the smart ev is a significant step for the Mercedes
Car Group as it is an important part of our commitment to sustainable
mobility.” He continued: “We expect to deliver up to 200 units in
this market trial phase and will work with corporate partners, to find
suitable applications for the ev, and with green energy suppliers
to deliver zero emissions from well to wheel.”
A memorandum of understanding between the Project Kimber
Consortium, who previously bid for the MG sports car business,
and DaimlerChrysler is concerned with the building of rebranded
versions of smart cars with a view toward an annual production of
8000 cars. Currently, four sites are being considered for the location
of the manufacturing plant.
Information about smart and about the ev can be found by logging
onto HYPERLINK "http://www.smart.com/uk"www.smart.com/uk
smart releases and photographs can be found at http:// HYPERLINK
"http://www.smart-press.co.uk"www.smart-press.co.uk
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Can you help?
If you can help with any of the following requests for
information please send replies to IESIS Steaming Ahead
Glasgow's Riverside Museum Project
Glaswegians have loved the Museum of Transport for over 40
years, when the first combined displays of locomotives, trams,
ship models, motor vehicles, bicycles and motorcycles opened
in the former tram depot at Albert Drive.
The collections have grown and developed over the decades and
now the museum is planning a move to a brand new site at
Pointhouse (the old Inglis shipyard site at the mouth of the Kelvin).
The new museum is due to open in 2009, when visitors will be
able to enjoy story displays which will combine old favourites like
the Caledonian 123 Locomotive, the Cunarder Tram and the Queen
Mary model with new acquisitions like modern racing bicycles and
trendy three wheeled baby buggies. The museum will also feature
live interpretation, computer "e-labels" and a display study centre.

The museum became the Marine History section of the Nova Scotia
Museum in 1967. The exhibits remained on Citadel Hill while the
offices, library and some of the collection moved to the new Nova
Scotia Museum building on Summer Street in Halifax in 1970.
Through the 1970s, a long search for a permanent home ensued.
Finally, in 1982, the Maritime Museum of the Atlantic was established
on the site of the historic William Robertson & Son Ship Chandlery
and A.M. Smith and Co. Properties on the Halifax Waterfront. It
opened to the public on January 22, of that year. Since then, nearly
two and a half million people have visited the Museum.
The Museum is a valuable historical, cultural and educational
institution. It is the largest site in Nova Scotia that collects and
interprets various elements of Nova Scotia's marine history.
Visitors are introduced to the age of steamships, local small craft,
the Royal Canadian and Merchant Navies, World War II convoys
and The Battle of the Atlantic, the Halifax Explosion of 1917, and
Nova Scotia's role in the aftermath of the Titanic disaster.

Research for the new museum is on going and Transport and
Technology Curator Emily Malcolm is looking for information about
some of their existing collections and some of the items that the
Museum is hoping to take on loan.
"As soon as we start looking closely at an object our research tends
to raise more questions than we ever manage to answer" she said.
"Usually if you can speak to someone who designed a ship, drove
a tram or operated a machine everything becomes clear, but when
you are looking at something from 50 to 100 years ago it gets a bit
more difficult".
Emily is particularly interested in the Museum's fine ship model
collection. "We have over 500 models in our collection - everything
from highly detailed exhibition models to half block and plater's
models - but very little information about the building process or
the people who made them in the shipyards or in specialist model
making firms. If any of your members have information about
professional model making in Glasgow we'd be most interested in
speaking to them."
"Another object that the we're looking at is a Shanks of Johnstone
Vertical and Horizontal Planer dating from 1906. It was used in the
Renfrew workshops of the Clyde Navigation Trust until the late
1970s, but it's proved difficult to find someone who has seen
machines like this working."
Dusty Miller from the Halifax Shipyard in Nova Scotia has got in
touch on behalf of The Maritime Museum of the Atlantic
Mr Miller is investigating an old anchor apparently manufactured
in Glasgow and still displaying the Works trade mark.He is trying
to find out what foundries are still manufacturing large marine
products in the Glasgow area, so that he can contact them regarding
the casting marks The Maritime Museum of the Atlantic is the oldest
and largest Maritime Museum in Canada. Having celebrated its
50th anniversary in 1998, the Museum has developed a unique
history of its own.
The idea of this maritime museum can be credited to a group of
Royal Canadian Navy officers who envisaged a maritime museum
where relics of Canada's naval past could be preserved. Starting
with a small space at HMC Dockyard,the museum moved to quarters
in the Halifax Citadel in 1952 and became the Maritime Museum
of Canada in 1957.
Floods and fires in the early 1960s caused temporary relocations
to a variety of sites until 1965 when a home was found in a former
bakery building at the Navy's Victualling Depot

Dr Baker
Is researching the history of women in engineering and shipbuilding
in Scotland: Do you or your organisation have any archives which
might include information about women working at any level on the
technical engineering side?
Roy Broderick
Roy is currently conducting some research work that reflects Scottish
engineering activities during the 1890 thro' 1910 time period, and
is seeking contact with those with knowledge or an interest in the
subject.
Dr Dalvi
Does anyone have any details of an old membership/degree given
around 1917, called(AMIES) Associate Membership of the Institution
of Engineers and Shipbuilders. My grandfather got this Associate
membership between1915- 1917 when he worked in Glasgow with
A.B.Mc Donald and Thomas Nisbet, both city engineers of Glasgow.
He worked with them at City Chambers in St Georges Square. I
would be grateful if you can provide me with any information on
AMIES,the course and curriculum at that time, where students
needed to work etc
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HMS Daring
The launch of the first of class Type 45 destroyer, HMS Daring,
is an event BAE Systems Naval Ships is understandably proud
of. Her Royal Highness the Countess of Wessex launched
the Daring on the first of February as an audience of around
11,000 cheered her on. After only a brief hesitation at the top
of the slipway the launch proceeded faultlessly: a testament
to the planning and foresight of the engineers involved.
The launch of Daring provided a number of technical challenges:
at 152.4m long and, on the day of the launch, 5,344 tonnes, she
is the longest, heaviest ship ever to be launched from Scotstoun.
To ensure that the launch was a success, an extensive programme
of pre-launch preparations was undertaken. The engineers studied
the effects of weather and carried out investigations into the friction
both on the slipway and in the water to give them a clear impression
of how the ship would move.
To calculate the impact of environmental conditions the launch
was modelled in the ship simulator at the Glasgow Nautical College,
a facility that is normally used to train sea cadets. This model
allowed the team to determine acceptable wind speeds and
directions. This simulation was also used to model the tug
configuration and was run in the presence of a Clydeport authority

pilot and the Naval Ships dockmaster and his team to clearly
describe what would happen after the launch.
Grease and friction tests were carried out at Leeds University and
were followed by tests at BMTís engineering centre on the Isle of
Wight to check the effects of water resistance. These investigations
were coupled with drag chain tests and an extensive review of the
pre-launch weight, both carried out at the Scotstoun site. These
resulted in more than twice the weight of drag chains being used
for the Type 45 at 680 tonnes compared to the Type 23 at 300
tonnes.
Following the launch Daring was taken first to Govan before
returning to Scotstoun to complete the fitting out. When she is
complete she will be the largest surface combatant built for the
Royal Navy since the Second World War. With a displacement
of 7,350 tonnes, Daring will be able to transit 7,000 nautical miles
at a speed of 18 knots, and reach a maximum speed of over 27
knots if called upon to re-deploy at short notice.
BAE Systems Naval Ships are now looking forward to the launch
of the next Type 45, to be named Dauntless, from Govan on the
23rd of January 2007.

New Website Development
The Institution’s website is in the process of being rebuilt and the
new version is expected to replace the current version towards the
end of this year in time for the start of the 150 anniversary of the
Institution. The new version will provide more information about
the institution and its activities whilst also providing better service
to the membership with a variety of new facilities. A number of key
features will be:
Up to date information on meetings and events
On line payment for membership fees or merchandise (ties etc)
Free access by members to Institution Past Papers (the available
papers will be downloadable in pdf format; the list being progressively

Glasgow Harbour
History
It wasn’t so long ago that the River Clyde was the heart of the city
of Glasgow – shipbuilding was a key industry, and the shipyards
were thriving. Those days are gone. Glasgow has shifted its focus
from ship building and heavy industry to retail and business services.
u8232 Although there are still some working shipyards on the Clyde,
for example BAE Systems in Govan, large areas on the banks of
the river are now redundant.
u8232 We are regenerating some of that land to create the Glasgow
Harbour development, in order to bring people back to live and
work on the river. u8232 We have historians and archaeologists
as part of the team, ensuring that history is recognised and preserved
as it should be. We’re salvaging and recycling architectural features
such as the signage on the granaries, cobblestones and maritime
paraphernalia, which will feature in the completed development –
bringing the past into the future, and making the Clyde a source
of pride once again.
u8232 We are also very proud that Glasgow City Council's new
landmark Riverside Museum will be located in Glasgow Harbour.
With a prominent waterfront location, the new museum will celebrate
the heritage of Glasgow and the link between the city and the river.

expanded over the next few years). On line purchase of Institution
publications by non members Ability for members to check or
change their details on line (e.g. change of address)
On line application for membership or change of membership
Other features will improve presentation, user friendliness, and
ability to cater for different browsers as well as ensuring prominence
with the main search engines.
Members who wish to view the institution’s web site can do so at
www.iesis.org

